
Beat: Politics

Caught Kissing Babies in Staged Photo shoot 
MP Langbroek Ignorant towards UN Treaty

Gold Coast Queensland, 08.09.2016, 02:49 Time

USPA NEWS - While on assignment on the beautiful Gold Coast, I stumbled upon a very staged photo-shoot including his
photographer, a baby an elderly women , well groomed kids, assistants, and the low profile Gold Coast MP John-Paul Langbroek who
according to locals has passed his 'Used by Date' .

According to his own website John-Paul Langbroek is the State Member for Surfers Paradise also the Shadow Minister for Health and
Ambulance Services, and Shadow Minister for the Commonwealth Games for the LNP.
Whilst in the Newman Government from 2012 to 2015 he served as the Minister for Education, Training and Employment.
Mr Langbroek became the Member for Surfers Paradise in 2004 and was the Leader of the Opposition from 2009-2011.
He has also served as a Shadow Minister in numerous portfolios including, Health, Education, Arts and Police.
Like many politicians pushing to hold there seats in Parliament Langbroek election and re-election campaign seems always to focus
on the negativities of others featuring on his website anything the Shorten Coalition (in Langbroek's mind is worthy and trashing.).
 

We often look for 'That' word which best describes people who try to make themselves look good by putting others down?
A word that best describes this type of person or personality type or behaviour could be covered by one Word..' Insecure', but this type
of word is too general.

I asked Langbroek face to face what his views were on the United Nations Global Goals as signed for Australia by Federal MP Julie
Bishop ( who is a member of his own political party ) he knew nothing! When I explained it was embraced by Malcolm Turnbull Prime
Minister of Australia he said " I don't care about what goes on in Canberra I only care about what happens in Surfers!" Langbroek went
to offer me a business card , I declined.
Many people who don't know and answer and don't want to appear ignorant often exhibit the behaviour that they are participating in is
called, levelling. Perhaps the word “˜leveller´ would be a good term for them, preempted by something more colourful. Politics is
Politics many say but votes are won with success of those politicians and not by pointing out failures of 

In September 2015, at the United Nations General Assembly, 193 countries committed to 17 goals to achieve three extraordinary
things by 2030: end extreme poverty, fight inequality & injustice, fix climate change. The achievement of these goals will provide a
sustainable future for all. It is essential everyone knows about these goals. Pictured here with Global Goals Supporter and Fashion
model Jessica Anne Seach from Perth with Beau Wheeler Surf Life Guard. Wheeler departs to the Netherlands this week to represent
the the BMD Northcliffe Surfclub as representative to the World Surf Life Savings Titles.
In September 2015, at the United Nations General Assembly, 193 countries committed to 17 goals to achieve three extraordinary
things by 2030: end extreme poverty, fight inequality & injustice, fix climate change. The achievement of these goals will provide a
sustainable future for all. It is essential everyone knows about these goals. Do your part to #TellEveryone now!

Recently Langbroek issued a late-night apology for making what he referred to as "light-hearted" rude hand gesture in State
Parliament. Langbroek, the Member for Surfers Paradise, was grinning in Parliament on Wednesday when he made the hand gesture,
before touching his forehead in another. It was made during a speech by the LNP's deputy leader Deb Frecklington.
Education Minister Kate Jones complained about the "unparliamentary" and "inappropriate" incident and intended to write to the
Speaker, concerned it reflected on the chair.
Lewis Black once said , "One of the most important things, especially when you're leaving school, is to realize you're going to be
dealing with a lot of idiots. And a lot of those idiots are in charge of things, so if you're in an interview and you really want to tell the
person off, don't do it."....Namaste
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